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On Down: Lopes Arms, Roborough.
Hares: Last MInute

Asked for top tips for writing the Hash Mag Brenda burped in my face! Quality
advice thanks Bren.
High hopes of a good technical hash tonight? Hold that thought. ... ‘Oh its Wobbly
Knob tonight, it’ll be a good hash tonight if he’s haring.’ Is that right!? Well you
know what happens with the best laid plans. Some early live haring interventions
were needed due to absence or loss of dust. Some good boggy bits it can’t be denied
although I’m not sure a stinky dip up to waist deep was on everyone’s wish list for
tonight ?!
Plenty opportunities for thrill and spills, Mayhem spilled herself arse over tit
narrowly avoiding being impaled on a branch that popped up when one end was
stepped upon. One of the unnamed took a tumble on the rocky bits whilst being
chivalrous to passing lady hashers (that’ll learn ya!). Dogcatcher took a spill too
(seen nursing a limp at the On Down) but at least he has an excuse as a torch left at
home ain’t going to help much with avoiding a tumble is it??
Reports of thrills being sought pinching mens bums in the car park, Last Minute was
this you??
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More reports of chivalry afoot in the Hash from Hurricane, H and Pimp who looked
after the lovely Dodo ahhhhh.
We’ve got a number of unnamed hashers (Weaver and the above mentioned Darren to
out just two) at the minute, do we need to attend to this Master Well Laid?? I’m sure
you have this in hand… We had virgin Michael taking his first hash tonight. On the
matter of names… Am I a Big Kahuna because;
a. it’s a tasty burger
b. I admire the watch brand
c. I’m a sorcerer / magician as per the Wiki definition??
Back to the Hash… “How the hell does the Hare get lost?” was the cry from
Sturmeroid? Reports from Barney of a long trek. Lost we were! Despite the Hare
leading from the front, just when you thought you were on home there was an about
turn and assistance was needed to find the stile that should have been surmounted
some way back! Dust abandoned after this point and a long down trek back for
refreshments it was ( was actually a bloody great hash back to the cars).
No surprise therefore for the nomination for this week’s Plank of the Week? It would
have been clear cut except for a challenge from Barney who’s sartorial credibility was
justly questioned… socks n crocs ? Should this cotton and plastic combo ever be
sported in public (or private for this matter?!). NO was the consensus and the Haring
f**k up paled into significance and the Plank was awarded to the stylistically
challenged one.

Answer - Samuel L. Jackson's character in Pulp Fiction refers to a Big Kahuna Burger with the line,
"This is a tasty burger!" after eating his burger.
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